CONTENTS OF GROUP HANDBOOK

SERVICE MATERIAL:
- Letter to Group (F-212)
- List of Kit Contents (this page) (F-119W)
- Chart of General Service Conference Structure (U.S. and Canada) (F-116)
- Is Your Group Linked to A.A. as a Whole? (F-104)
- Regional Map of U.S. and Canada (F-118)
- The Twelve Steps of Alcoholics Anonymous (F-121)
- The Twelve Traditions of Alcoholics Anonymous – Short Form (F-122)
- The Twelve Concepts for World Service – Short Form (F-114)
- Suggested Topics for Discussion Meetings (F-56)
- Public Information Suggestions for Local P.I. Activity (F-32)
- Conference-approved Literature (F-29)
- Service Material Available from G.S.O* (F-33)
- G.S.O. Staff Assignments * (F-15)
- Descriptive Literature Catalog* (F-115)
- Literature Order Form (F-60)
- Suggested Group Records*

A.A. GUIDELINES:
- Central and Intergroup Offices (MG-02)
- Relationship Between A.A. and Clubs (MG-03)
- Cooperating with Court, D.W.I., and Similar Programs (MG-05)
- Relationship Between A.A. and Al-Anon (MG-08)
- Sharing the A.A. Message with the Alcoholic who is Deaf (MG-13)
- Finance (MG-15)
- Accessibility for All Alcoholics (MG-16)

OTHER SERVICE MATERIAL:
- Group Contribution Envelopes* (FR-2)
- Birthday Contribution Envelopes (FR-5)
- Literature Catalog (includes A.A.W.S. and A.A. Grapevine material) (F-10)
- Primary Purpose Statement Card – Blue “Open” or “Closed” Card (F-17)
- Corrections Correspondence Flyer for the outside A.A. member (F-26)
- Current Box 4-5-9 (F-36)
- Self-Support Card (F-42)
- The A.A. Group Treasurer (F-96)
- Your Seventh Tradition Contribution: Carrying Our Message Beyond Your Home Group (F-203)

Appropriate A.A. Directory (Canadian, Eastern U.S. or Western U.S.)*
- General Service Representative (G.S.R.) Kit

PAMPHLETS:
- This is A.A. (P-01)
- Frequently Asked Questions (P-02)
- Is A.A. for You? (P-03)
- Young People and A.A. (P-04)
- A.A. For the Woman (P-05)
- How It Works (P-10)
- The A.A. Member: Medication and Other Drugs (P-11)
- Do You Think You’re Different? (P-13)
- Questions and Answers on Sponsorship (P-15)
- The A.A. Group (P-16)
- A.A. Tradition – How it Developed (P-17)
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A.A. For the Older Alcoholic (P-22)
A Newcomer Asks (P-24)
Is there an Alcoholic in your Life (P-30)
A.A. in Your Community (P-31)
Problems Other than Alcohol (P-35)
Too Young? (P-37)
What Happened to Joe? (P-38)
It Happened to Alice (P-39)
A Brief Guide to Alcoholics Anonymous (P-42)
The Twelve Traditions Illustrated (P-43)
Understanding Anonymity (P-47)
The Co-Founders of Alcoholics Anonymous (P-53)
Accessibility for All Alcoholics (P-83)

* Item is not available on our website. Please contact the Group Services desk if you have questions about this item.